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Abstract
The adoption of voice assistants like Alexa or Siri has grown

rapidly, allowing users instant access to information via voice
search. Query suggestion is a standard feature of screen-based
search experiences, allowing users to explore additional top-
ics. However, this is not trivial to implement in voice-based
settings. To enable this, we tackle the novel task of suggesting
questions with compact and natural voice hints to allow users to
ask follow-up questions. We first define the task of composing
speech-based hints, ground it in syntactic theory, and outline
linguistic desiderata for spoken hints. We propose a sequence-
to-sequence approach to generate spoken hints from a list of
questions. Using a new dataset of 6, 681 input questions and
human written hints, we evaluate models with automatic metrics
and human evaluation1. Results show that a naive approach of
concatenating suggested questions creates poor voice hints. Our
most sophisticated approach applies a linguistically-motivated
pretraining task and was strongly preferred by humans for pro-
ducing the most natural hints.

1. Introduction
Voice assistants, like Alexa or Google Assistant provide ubiqui-
tous services through a variety of devices (e.g. smart speakers,
phones, etc.). Users interact with voice assistants for different
purposes [1, 2] such as question answering, e-commerce, or en-
tertainment. With increasing adoption, user expectations also
grow and related content recommendation is a valued feature [3].

when was Albert Einstein born?

• what is Albert Einstein famous for? 
• where did Albert Einstein live in 1921? 
• was Albert Einstein self-educated?

People also search for:

• You may want to know where Einstein lived in 1921, 
if he was self-educated, or what he was famous for.

Related Topics Hint Suggestion

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Question suggestion in web search (available in
Google/Bing) for a user question. (b) Proposed voice-based hint
for the same questions users can ask as follow-on questions to a
voice assistant such as Alexa.

The issue of how to present proactive suggestions is an open
one, and recent work has examined how content like news arti-
cles can be recommended over voice [4]. Query and question
recommendation (see Fig. 1 (a)) have become well-established
research topics, and are common in screen-based Web search
experiences (i.e., those from Google/Bing). However, such func-
tionality does not exist for voice-based systems. Suggestions

∗Work done during an internship at Amazon.
1https://github.com/bfetahu/spoken_hints/

enable useful exploratory search capabilities, and we aim to pro-
vide a similar experience over voice (see Fig. 1 (b)), where a
follow-on hint suggests related topics users can ask about.

Contrary to Web search suggestions, this poses several chal-
lenges in voice assistants [5], such as (i) modality: voice lacks
the advantages of visual interfaces used on the Web (e.g., show-
ing a list), (ii) transmitted information: to ensure comprehension,
the amount of transmitted information in an utterance is limited
in terms of time and number of words, and (iii) content structure:
simply reading out a list of questions is not natural over voice.

We propose an approach on how to deliver voice-based
question suggestions using hints. We do not consider what to
suggest as this is widely explored [6, 7]. Figure 1 provides an
overview. For an input question, we assume the voice assistants
can retrieve related questions from which a suggestion hint is
generated. Differently from Web search suggestions (Fig. 1 (a))
where new related questions are listed, we aim to synthesize a
spoken hint (Fig. 1 (b)) suggesting the same questions. The hint
does not contain questions, rather, it contains several subordinate
clauses describing knowledge that the user can ask.

Our overarching contribution is a framework for generat-
ing voice-friendly hints. We begin with a grounded linguistic
description of the task, outlining the characteristics of a good
hint (e.g., cohesion, length), and the syntactic transformations
needed to construct such utterances. Next, we frame the task
as a seq2seq approach based on Transformers [8]. For an input
question and a set of top–3 related questions, covering a diverse
set of topics (unrelated topics to the initial question’s topic), a
voice hint is synthesized to meet the desiderata in Table 1.

We create a dataset of voice-friendly hints, consisting of the
triple: initial question, related questions, follow-on hint, in 9
different domains. We evaluate hint generation on our dataset by
means of automated metrics and human evaluation studies. To
summarize, our contributions are:
1. To our knowledge, we are the first to define the task of ques-

tion suggestion via speech-based hints, allowing users to
explore related topics about their original question;

2. A large real-world hint generation dataset of 6, 681 instances,
covering 9 domains, that will become publicly available;

3. A seq2seq approach with task-specific training strategies for
voice hint generation.

2. Linguistic Task and Background
To generate a spoken hint, our objective is to take a set of stan-
dalone questions (interrogative sentences), and convert them
into a single sentence (or independent clause) that informs the
listener about the different pieces of information available.

Direct questions (“can a dog eat peanuts?”) can be pre-
sented as an indirect question (“Alice asked if dogs can eat
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peanuts.”) [9]. All direct questions can have an indirect equiva-
lent, and the embedded clause of the indirect version is said to
refer to the direct question [10].

While both direct and indirect questions can be used to ask,
when an indirect question’s main clause reports information (e.g.
“I know . . .”), their pragmatic purpose is to provide information
[10]. Our task requires transforming independent questions
into subordinate clauses, and then embedding them into a new
sentence whose main verb is one of cognition or reporting, and
takes the clauses as direct objects.

The most interesting syntactic transformation is that of con-
verting an interrogative sentence to a dependent clause. In En-
glish, this can be done by the use of content clauses (also known
as noun clauses), which describe the information stated or in-
quired in a main clause. The contents of a question can be framed
as an interrogative content clause which represents the knowl-
edge, fact or entity that is being interrogated in the question.

The syntactic transformations needed to construct the con-
tent clause vary depending on the question type and its com-
plexity. In general, these are the same changes used to generate
reported or indirect speech, and can include subject-auxiliary
inversion, changes in tense, and other lexical substitutions. This
resulting subordinate clause is a syntactic unit which can be used
as a direct object in a declarative sentence. Multiple subordinates
can be combined to compose a single sentence.

Since these transformations between direct and reported
speech are commonly used in English, representing our questions
this way sounds very natural, and allows listeners to effortlessly
convert any of the clauses into a fully-formed question.

2.1. Characteristics of Natural Spoken Hints

Table 1: Linguistic properties of a natural spoken hint.
Aspect Description

Start Patterns You may also want to know/be interested . . ..
Naturalness The hint should reference facts or knowledge that can be asked.
Actionability The main hint clause should be action oriented, e.g., You can/may/might/could ask/also ask/be

interested/also be interested.
Information
content

Questions must be converted to an interrogative content clause, just as they would be embedded
in an indirect version of the same question.

Length The hint should not be exceedingly long in terms of words and listening time.
Coherence,
Cohesion

• The hint is syntactically correct and semantically coherent.
• Subordinate clauses Qrel are connected through coordinating conjunctions [11].
• Lexical repetitions, e.g. entities to be replaced by anaphora where appropriate.

For a hint to be considered as voice-friendly, i.e., sound like
a natural spoken utterance, several aspects detailed in Table 1
must be fulfilled. These desiderata are based on the principles
of cohesion and coherence [12] and Gricean maxims of conver-
sation [13]. They ensure that hints sound natural and is easy to
comprehend. The characteristics were derived from our prelimi-
nary experiments on how English speakers create hints.

3. Spoken Hint Generation Approach
3.1. Hints Generation Architecture

To learn F(q,Qrel), the hint generation model, we propose
using sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) models. More specifically
we experiment with BART [8] and T5 models [14]. We encode
the input question q and related questions Qrel by concatenating
them using the [SEP] token2:

s := {q,[SEP], q1rel,[SEP], q2rel,[SEP], q3rel}

Encoder representation of s is used by the decoder to gener-
ate the hint h. During training, F learns to map the input s to
h through operations, such as: (i) using start patterns, serving
as the main clause of h, (ii) converting Qrel into subordinate

2A special token in pre-trained models for marking text boundaries.

clauses, (iii) avoid entity repetitions through anaphora, and, (iv)
ensuring hint coherence by connecting the subordinate clauses.

While seq2seq models show remarkable language genera-
tion performance, fine-tuning them for all the criteria above is
challenging, resulting in incoherent and unnatural hints (cf. §6).
We propose a pretraining strategy to overcome such challenges.

3.2. Reported Speech Pretraining

A key aspect of ensuring that h is correct is creating the subor-
dinate clauses from Qrel, as they would be in reported speech
(RS) format. Generating RS requires F to perform the most sig-
nificant rewrite operations, including performing the subordinate
clause syntax change, such as verb tense, pronoun and word or-
der alterations. Hence, we propose a two stage training strategy,
where: (1) pretrain F in converting individual questions into
their RS format, and (2) fine-tune F for the full hint generation
task, ensuring that the hint has no repetitions and is coherent.
RS Pre-training: To pretrain F , we change the input to consist
of a single question s := {q1rel}, and output the rewritten q1rel
in its RS format. This is equivalent to a hint generated from
the top–1 related question Qrel, with the only difference that
there is no initial input question q as input to the model. Our
intuition is that by constraining the pretraining phase to a single
question it allows F to learn how to perform the necessary
rewrite operations for converting a question to RS format.
Fine-Tuning. The pretrained F is fine-tuned to learn how to
convert an input s with multiple related questions Qrel. By this
stage, F already possesses pretrained knowledge for converting
a single qrel ∈ Qrel into RS format, and can focus on learning
to use anaphora, conjunctions, etc.

4. Dataset Collection
Here we describe the process of generating a new voice-friendly
hints dataset. We first construct tuples of input and related ques-
tions ⟨q,Qrel⟩, then annotate spoken hints, creating a dataset of
6, 681 samples composed of the triples Q = {⟨q,Qrel, h⟩i . . .}.

Hint Annotation Using the question bank Q and the related
questions Qrel, we collect hints for suggesting the related ques-
tions. From a sample of 6, 681 input questions and their related
questions, we create two disjoint hint sets: 1) SINGLE-HINTS:
generated from only one related question, and 2) MULTI-HINTS:
generated from multiple distinct related questions.

Hint Generation Guidelines Based on the intuitions from §2,
we provide guidelines to annotators to create voice-friendly hints.
For the tuple ⟨q,Qrel⟩, following the steps below annotators
write the hint h: Step 1) Annotators are asked to start the hint
with one of the provided start patterns (cf. Table 1); Step 2.a)
Next, questions in Qrel are converted into their RS; and Step
2.b) For MULTI-HINTS, annotators need to avoid repetitions
and replace them with their anaphora where necessary. Next,
subordinate clauses from Qrel are connected with the correct
conjunctive discourse markers.

Data Collection Table 2 shows an overview of our dataset. Our
main focus is in generating hints from top–3 related questions
Qrel, but to ensure diversity, we also collect hints constructed
from the top–1 and top–2 related questions. This increases the
utility of our data, as hint generation approaches must ensure
coherence with a variable number of related questions. As shown
in Table 2, we collect a larger sample of SINGLE-HINTS. Most
of it is used for pre-training of our hint generation approaches.
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Table 2: Follow-on voice friendly hints data statistics for
SINGLE-HINTS and MULTI-HINTS, respectively.

SINGLE-HINTS MULTI-HINTS

domain # ratio # ratio
(|Qrel|=2)

ratio
(|Qrel|=3)

Animal 2,806 - 2,780 24.1% 75.9%
Place 2,105 - 1,369 3.2% 96.8%
Technology 928 - 897 5.4% 96.4%
Politician 956 - 766 8.2% 91.8%
Food 537 - 329 59.3% 40.7%
Athlete 352 - 209 16.3% 83.7%
Wearables 180 - 177 - 100%
Holiday 60 - 54 5.6% 94.4%

total 7,932 - 6,581 1,132 5,449

5. Experimental Setup
5.1. Datasets

Pre-training RS. SINGLE-HINTS also referred to as RS data are
used for pretraining the hint generation approaches.
Hint Generation. For the main task, we randomly sample
questions from Table 2, where 81% are hints generated from
3 questions, 17% with 2 questions, and the remaining 2% are
SINGLE-HINTS.

Table 3: Pretraining and training hint generation datasets.
train dev test

RS pretraining 4,262 1,831 -
Hint Generation 4,008 668 2,005

5.2. Baselines and Approaches

For all Transformer-based approaches, we experimented with
both BART [15] and T5 [14].
Template Baseline – TB. Hints are constructed according to
manually defined templates, by first choosing a start pattern (cf.
Table 1) and then concatenating question from Qrel using “or”.
Reported Speech Baseline – RSB. We train a seq2seq model
on SINGLE-HINTS only, where questions in Qrel are converted
into RS format, then using TB, they are concatenated into a hint.
Direct Hint Generation – DHG. This represents our approach
without pretraining. The limitation of DHG is that it has to
jointly learn all aspects of constructing voice-friendly hints.
Hint Generation with RS Pretraining – PTG. This represents
our final approach with pretraining on the RS task. Breaking
down the training into two stages, PTG first learns RS rewriting,
then it learns to avoid repetitions and ensure hint coherence.

5.3. Evaluation Metrics

Evaluating hint quality is not trivial. Given the task novelty and
the lack of metrics that capture voice-friendliness, we opt for a
combination of automatic metrics and human evaluations.

5.3.1. Automated Metrics

To assess the similarity of generated hints against the ground
truth, we use BLEU [16], ROUGE [17] and F1-BertScore [18].
BLEU captures accuracy in terms of n-grams, while ROUGE
quantifies coverage. BERTScore computes hint semantic simi-
larity, accounting for the use of different paraphrases in hints.

5.3.2. Human Evaluation

We devise a set of human evaluations which judge the correctness
and naturalness of a hint. For a realistic evaluation, the studies
are performed in voice modality, apart from Question coverage
and syntactic correctness. We consider the following studies:

Syntactic Correctness. Assess whether a hint is syntactically
correct, and if the hint uses idiomatic expressions in English.
Question Coverage. Given a hint h and Qrel, annotators assess
if h covers all questions in Qrel.
Pairwise Hint Comparison. For two generated hints ha and
hb from the same set of questions Qrel and two different ap-
proaches, annotators choose their preferred hint. To reduce any
positional bias, hints are ordered randomly.
Question Retention. We consider retention of a hint’s infor-
mation in annotator’s memory as a proxy for its simplicity and
comprehensibility. Hints cannot be considered actionable if lis-
teners cannot remember them. To emulate interaction with a
voice assistant, annotators first listen to the hint, after which
a mandatory 5 seconds pause is enforced. Then they need to
choose the correct question covered in h from a set of four ques-
tions shown to them. Only one of the questions is present in
h. We select the three distractor questions, one chosen at ran-
dom, and the other two are either relevant to the entity and topic
covered by h, or the entity only.

6. Evaluation wtih Automated Metrics
Table 4 shows the performance measured on the automated met-
rics for the different approaches.

Table 4: PTG-BART achieves the highest performance across
nearly all evaluation metrics, obtaining statistically highly sig-
nificant results (p < 0.01) against all its counterparts. B1–B4
represent BLEU scores, and R1–R4 represent ROUGE scores.

B1 B2 B3 B4 R1 R2 R3 R4 BERTScore

TB 0.509 0.401 0.323 0.254 0.713 0.488 0.358 0.278 0.536
RSB 0.519 0.415 0.341 0.274 0.717 0.501 0.375 0.292 0.494
DHG-T5 0.616 0.510 0.428 0.358 0.728 0.525 0.400 0.320 0.632
DHG-BART 0.616 0.509 0.427 0.359 0.734 0.529 0.402 0.322 0.628
PTG-T5 0.629 0.524 0.442 0.373 0.739 0.534 0.410 0.329 0.643
PTG-BART 0.630 0.527 0.446 0.378 0.742 0.539 0.413 0.333 0.642

Baseline Performance: TB achieves the lowest scores across
all metrics (except for BERTScore). This is expected, since
concatenated questions are compared w.r.t the ground-truth hints,
written by annotators. RSB obtains a consistent improvement
across all metrics. It rewrites individual questions into con-
tent clauses, which then are concatenated using TB. However,
RSB does not reduce lexical repetition via anaphora, and simple
concatenation results in lower coherence. Overall, as expected,
TB and RSB, achieve low scores, however better insight are
provided in Section 7, which capture hint voice friendliness.

Approach Performance: Our approaches, DHG and PTG,
show a consistent improvement over TB and RSB across all
metrics. Comparing PTG and DHG in Table 4, we note a
significant improvement in terms of BLEU scores due to the
pretraining phase. This follows our intuition that pretraining
helps PTG to convert questions into subordinate clauses, a key
aspect of natural hints. In the fine-tuning stage, PTG can focus
only on reducing lexical redundancy, resulting in more coherent
hints. While PTG employs multi-stage training, in DHG all
operations are learned end-to-end. This represents a complex
training regime, requiring optimization of several rewrite tasks.

In terms of ROUGE metrics, only PTG-T5 obtains signifi-
cantly better results than DHG-T5 for ROUGE1. For the rest, the
differences are not significant. Finally, for BERTScore the dif-
ferences are significant between PTG-BART over DHG-BART.

Finally, the difference in performance between PTG and
DHG, demonstrates that for complex rewriting tasks, end-to-end
training may be sub-optimal.
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7. Human Evaluation Studies
7.1. Syntactic Correctness and Coverage

Table 5 shows the results on question coverage and hint syntactic
correctness. For a random sample of 500 hints and the corre-
sponding Qrel, we assess if all input questions are present in a
generated hint, and if the hint is syntactically correct.

Table 5: Syntactic correctness and question coverage results
(significant results between PTG and DHG are marked with ‡).

Approach Syntactic Correctness Question Coverage

TB 449 (89.8%) 500 (100%)
RSB 461 (92.2%) 484 (96.8%)
DHG-T5 434 (86.8%) 464 (92.8%)
DHG-BART 428 (85.6%) 466 (93.2%)
PTG-T5 431 (86.2%) 485 (97.0%)‡

PTG-BART 455 (91.0%)‡ 485 (97.0%)‡

Syntactic Correctness. Table 5 shows a consistent pattern
in terms of syntactic correctness: the baseline RSB and PTG-
BART have the most syntactically correct hints as judged by the
annotators, with 92% and 91%, respectively. Generating hints
from multiple questions is not trivial, as it involves syntactic and
stylistic changes in h, allowing room for errors for generative
models, especially in terms of syntactic errors.

The high RSB and PTG-BART scores can be interpreted
as follows. RSB is trained on SINGLE-HINTS, which does a
syntactic conversion of the input question into their RS format,
and through simple rules concatenates content clauses. This
allows the model to generate hints that are syntactically correct
in 92% of the cases. Similarly, PTG-BART, that is pretrained
on SINGLE-HINTS, has the same capabilities as RSB, and gen-
erates in 91% of the cases syntactically correct hints. However,
contrary to RSB, PTG-BART additionally fine-tunes for voice-
friendliness, which ensure hint coherence and redundancy. While
RSB generates syntactic hints, its hints are far less natural than
those of PTG-BART (cf. Section 7.2).

Coverage. For question coverage, we note that the PTG
approaches achieve the highest coverage among the learning
based approaches, with 97% of the hints covering all the ques-
tions. TB has perfect coverage, given that its hints are generated
by simply concatenating the input questions. Finally, the DHG
approaches have the lowest coverage, with 92.8% of hints having
full coverage. This indicates that end-to-end learning of all hint
generation tasks is challenging.

7.2. Pairwise Hint Comparison

Here we measure which approaches generate hints that are con-
sidered more natural by humans. As DHG has consistently lower
performance than PTG, we only compare PTG-BART, RSB,
and TB. To understand the naturalness of the hints in a spoken
format, they are converted to audio. After listening to the hints,
annotators judge which hint they find more natural and easier
to understand. To avoid positional bias, the order in which the
hints are played is randomized.

Table 6: Pairwise hint comparison. PTG-BART hints are signifi-
cantly (p < 0.01, as per binomial test of proportions) considered
to be more voice-friendly than the baselines hints.

Comparison PTG-BART chosen Baseline chosen

PTG-BART vs. TB 300 (68%) 141 (32%)
PTG-BART vs. RSB 267 (61%) 174 (39%)

Table 6 shows the pairwise comparisons the different mod-

els. We run the comparison on the 441 hints that were judged to
be syntactically correct in Table 5. This is done to avoid any bias
stemming from syntactically incorrect hints. In both compar-
isons, PTG-BART produces more natural hints than baselines.
Against TB and RSB, it is preferred in 68% and 60% of the
cases, respectively. Both results represent statistically highly
significant differences (as per Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test).

7.3. Question Retention Evaluation

Here we measure how actionable the generated hints are. Beyond
being natural or correct, the main aim of generating follow-on
hints is for them to be actionable such that listeners (i.e., users
of voice assistants) can ask follow-up questions.

Using the same set of 441 syntactically correct hints (cf.
Table 5), annotators listen to the hints, after which a set of four
questions is shown, where only one was actually part of the hint.
The ability to correctly recognize this question is a proxy for
whether the listeners could comprehend and remember the hint’s
information content. In a conversational scenario with a voice
assistant, they could follow-up by asking this question.

Table 7 shows the retention for different approaches. PTG-
BART and DHG-BART achieve significantly better retention
than TB and RSB. This finding demonstrates that retention is
negatively impacted by incoherent (TB due to simple concatena-
tion) and repetitive (RSB due to it not using anaphora) hints.

Table 7: Number of hints correctly recognized by annotators.
Model # Recognized Questions Hint Length (# characters)

Templates (TB) 356 (80.7%) 152.72 ± 34.6
RSB 348 (78.9%) 158.02 ± 34.6
DHG-BART 383 (86.8%) 139.85 ± 33.8
PTG-BART 384 (87.1%) 140.78 ± 34.5

7.4. Examples of Model Generated Spoken Hints

Qrel How much money does Cristiano Ronaldo earn? How many children does Cristiano
Ronaldo have? Who is the mother of Cristiano Ronaldos child?

TB You may want to know how much money does Cristiano Ronaldo earn, or how many
children does Cristiano Ronaldo have, or who is the mother of Cristiano Ronaldos child.

RSB You may want to know how much money Cristiano Ronaldo earns, or how many children
Cristiano Ronaldo has, or who is the mother of Cristiano Ronaldo child.

DHG You may want to know how much money does Cristiano Ronaldo earn, or how many
children he has, or who is the mother of his child.

PTG You may want to know how much money Cristiano Ronaldo earns, or how many children
he has, or who is the mother of his child.

8. Conclusions
We presented a novel approach for spoken question suggestion.
Our work enables the creation of new voice-based experiences
where users can receive compact and natural hints about addi-
tional questions they can ask. Question suggestion is a standard
feature in screen-based search experiences, and our work takes a
key first step in bringing this capability to voice interfaces.

Our contributions are manifold: (i) a novel task of suggesting
questions with voice hints; (ii) outlined the linguistic desiderata
and processes to decompose questions into interrogative content
clauses, and recompose them into declarative hints; and (iii) a
new dataset of over 6, 681 input questions and hints (14k when
considering both SINGLE-HINTS and MULTI-HINTS) using care-
fully constructed annotation guidelines and quality checks.

We defined seq2seq models to generate hints. Using both au-
tomatic metrics and human evaluations, we conclusively showed
that our most sophisticated approach PTG, which utilizes a lin-
guistically motivated pretraining task was strongly preferred by
humans with most natural hints.
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